A systematic theoretical investigation is undertaken in order to identify a two-dimensional periodic dielectric structure that has a complete in-plane photonic band gap for both polarizations. Of the various structures studied, only a triangular lattice of air columns is found to have the desired band-gap properties. Microwave transmission experiments are performed to test the theoretical predictions.
Since the first suggestion that a dielectric material with three-dimensional (3D) periodicity could reflect light incident from any direction, there has been rapid progress in the newly emergent field of photonic band-gap materials. !-9 Several structures which exhibit a photonic band gap have been discovered516 and a number of important properties of these materials, such as the localization of light at defects7'* and surfaces,' have been discussed. The reIated problem of dielectric crystals which have a two-dimensional (2D) periodicity in the 2-9 plane and are continuous in the 4 direction is also beginning to receive some attention. '@13 In previous work, *OJ1 dielectric structures which had band gaps for individual polarizations were found. In this letter, we present a 2D structure in which these band gaps overlap to form a complete gap which prevents the in-plane propagation of light of any polarization. We first employ theoretical calculations to discover such a system and then perform microwave transmission experiments to verify that light of any polarization cannot propagate in this structure. While this work concentrates on the propagation of light in the 2D plane, we conclude this letter by discussing the out-of-plane photonic band structure.
In a 2D photonic crystal, like its 3D counterpart, the light propagates as Bloch waves, H(r) =u(r )eikor. To understand this propagation let us consider the reciprocal space of a 2D system. Since the crystal has discrete translational symmetry in the x^-y^plane, there is a finite in-plane Brillouin zone described by in-plane wave vectors k,, k2 with (-Gl/2)<kl<(G1/2) and (-Gz/2)<kz<(Gz/2), where Gi, G, are the reciprocal lattice vectors. In the P direction, however, the system is continuous and so the wave vector can assume any value -co < k, < CO. Since the system has no index contrast in the 3 direction, a wave traveling in this direction is not scattered. Thus, we argue on physical grounds that there cannot be a band gap for light propagating in the 3 direction with k, = k,=O. In the fust part of this letter, we will restrict our attention to the in-plane band structure k,=O. With this assumption, we can take advantage of the mirror symmetry to restrict the fields as either odd or even under M, Thus we can catalog the electromagnetic modes as one of two types, either (H,H,E,) or (E,,E,,,HJ which we will refer to as E perpendicular to the plane or E parallel to the plane, respectively.
In order to calculate the electromagnetic frequency spectrum of these dielectric lattices, we have employed the computational techniques described in Refs. Because of the 2D nature of the problems considered, plane-wave convergence was achieved with a relatively small number of plane waves and we estimate that by including -140 plane waves per polarization the electromagnetic mode frequencies were obtained to better than 1%. This technique provides a simple and powerful method to solve problems in electrodynamics which takes full account of the vector nature of the electromagnetic radiation. As in the 3D case, our primary objective is to create a dielectric system which exhibits a complete photonic band gap, a set of frequencies in which light of any polarization cannot propagate in any in-plane direction. In order to find such a structure, we searched all filling fractions of square, triangular, and honeycomb lattices. We also considered dielectric rods in air, as well as air columns drilled in dielectric. At the dielectric contrast of GaAs (e=13), the only combination which was found to have a photonic band gap in both polarizations was the triangular lattice of air columns in dielectric (see Fig. 1 ) . The maximum band gap we find is WgadWmidgap --18.6%, which occurs when the radius of the air columns was r,,,,, =0.48 a, where a is the in-plane lattice constant. A gap appears in this structure for dielectric contrast of 7.2 or greater (see Fig. 2 the third and fourth bands, whereas the photo& band gaps in 3D structures have always occurred between the second and third bands. We verified our theoretical predictions by constructing a 2D photonic band-gap material from a dielectric block and measuring its transmissivity. We fabricated the sample from a piece of C-Stock 265 manufactured by Cuming Corp. This material consists of glass spheres and aluminum flake mixed in a binder td give an artificial dielectric with a constant EZ 13-15 (we assume E= 13). This material was chosen because it was inexpensive and easy to machine. Using a numerically controlled drill, the sample could be constructed in about 4 h. An 8 X 14 array of air columns of diameter 0.992 cm were drilled in a triangular lattice with lattice constant 1.044 cm and so r/a=O.475, close to the optimal theoretical ratio. Based on our calculations, we expected a gap in the range 12.3-14.6 GHz.
We performed free-space transmission measurements at an antenna test range. We mounted the photonic band gap material inside a 7.5 by 15 cm aperture cut into a 90 x 90 cm sheet of radar absorbing material. A broadband horn antenna illuminated the sample at a range of 5.5 m. The 3 dB beamwidth of the radiated pattern was 60 cm at this range, ensuring flat, plane-wave illumination across the full extent of the sample. A notch antenna mounted directly behind the sample received the transmitted signal. An HP8510 network analyzer measured the power transmitted between the antennas. We used a chirped wave form along with digital range gating to eliminate extraneous reflections from objects near the sample. The sensitivity of our system was measured at 70 dB. This level of dynamic range enabled us to study detailed structure inside the photonic band gap, especially to compare the transmitted power of different photonic band gaps. Transmission amplitude was measured from 2 to 18 GHz at different sample orientations as the sample was rotated on an antenna pedestal. Both polarizations were studied by rotating the antennas. Two separate pairs of antennas were required to cover the entire 2-18 GHz range.
In Fig. 3 , we display the experimental transmission spectrum T(o,kll) and the calculated band structui-e of our 2D structure. Note that there is no transmission for either polarization in the electromagnetic band gap, between 13 and 15.5 GHz. We anticipate if there are electromagnetic modes at (w,kll), then the light will travel through the sample and the transmission T(w,kl[) will be large. On the other hand, if the density of states is zero at (w,kll ), then the light will decay into the sample and T(o,kll) will be greatly reduced. These expectations are fufilled in Fig.  3(a) , which shows the transmission spectrum for light which is polarized with electric field normal to the plane. As we can see in this figure, the transmission is large (light regions) in area where there are traveling modes (shaded by vertical lines). In the gap, however, the fields are strongly attenuated (dark regions) with transmission dropping by five orders of magnitude.
Figure 3 (b) shows the transmission spectrum for light which is polarized with electric field perpendicular to the plane. This polarization has two gaps, a complete gap at 13 GHz, and a minigap at 8.5 GHz. The attenuation is small for the minigap, with the transmission dropping only by 20 dB. The complete gap begins at 12.5 GHz, as we expect theoretically, and the attenuation remains large ( -50 dB) until 18 GHz, which is the limit of our experimental resolution. However, we expect theoretically that the material should transmit light via the band centered at 16 GHz. Although this seems puzzling, it is quite similar to the results of Robertson et al. I3 These authors found that symmetry contraints prevented certain bands from transmitting light which was incident as a plane wave.
Until this point, we have considered only the case in which light propagates in the 2D plane (k,=O). However, for some applications it is important to understand the out-of-plane band structure, shown in Fig. 4 . The inset to parallel Wavevector (k,/a)
Lb0
Parallel wa%%tor $/a) 3.bo FJG. 3. The transmission spectrum of our 2D structure for light polarized with electric field parallel to the 2D plane (a) and perpendicular to the 2D plane (b). The transmission amplitude T(o,kll) is plotted for different frequencies and parallel wave vectors. The attenuation is displayed in grey scale, with the light regions representing large transmission and the dark regions representing large attenuation. Variations in the attenuation are due to reflection, not absorption. Note that there is no transmission for either polarization in the electromagnetic band gap, between 13 and 16 GHz Because the sample was illuminated along the (01) face (see Fig. 2 , inset), the parallel wave vector refers to variation in the (10) direction. The vertical lines in the figure designate the regions of (r&c,,) in which calculations find electromagnetic modes. These modes may have any wave vector along the (01) direction, but have k,=O.
this figure shows the frequency dependence of the lowest band as kz is varied. When k,==O, this lowest band spans a broad range of frequencies (see Fig. 1 ). However, in the inset to Fig. 4 we see that as k, increases the lowest band becomes flat, and so the in-plane bandwidth tends to zero. Figure 4 also plots the frequencKof the lowest_six bands as k, is varied. It shows both m( I',k,) and w(K,k,), corresponding g the frequency change of the bands which start at ?; and K, respectively. Clearly, as k, increases the bandwidth of each of the photonic bands tends towards zero. Thus, the primary feature of the out-of-plane bandstructure is that as k, increases, the in-plane bandwidth tends to zero. We can understand this simply. For large k, the light is totally internally reflected inside the dielectric regions, just as in an optical waveguide. Because there is very little overlap between light trapped in neighboring dielectric waveguides, the modes are decoupled and so the bandwidth tends to zero. This is especially true for modes which have w (ck, Recall that vacuum region, and so the overlap between modes in neighboring regions of dielectric vanishes, and the bandwidth goes to zero. The bands in Fig. 4 display this behavior. Above the light cone w>ck, the bands have a large dispersion, while for w(ck, this bandwidth goes to zero. Note added in proofi Since submission, another groupI has reported the existence of a band gap common to both polarizations for a square lattice of air columns in dielectric. This band gap is appreciable at large index contrast and vanishes at E= 12.3.
